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ABSTRACT

A new and highly efficient algorithm for nonlinear

minimax optimization is presented. A novel approach to worst-

case design of microwave circuits using the present algorithm

is proposed, The algorithm is proved through practical design

of multiplexer, involving up to 75 design variables.

[INTRODUCTION

The algorithm of this paper, based on the work of FIald

and Lblsrdsen [ 11, combines linear programming methods with

quasi-Newton methods and has sure convergence properties.

A novel approach to worst-case tolerance design of

microwave circuits taking full advantage of the present

algorithm is proposed. The approach, which is believed to be

new to the microwave tolerance design area, integrates a

search technique for maxima of the response (a technique

based on cubic interpolation) with the worst-case search using

linearly constrained optimization.

An optimization procedure for practical design of

contiguous and noncontiguous-band microwave muitiplexers

using the present algorithm is described und illustrated by a 5-

chsmnel, 1I GEIz multiplexer design.

DESCR1PTION OFTHE ALGORITHM

Let fj(:) ~ ~(xl,.,,,x,, ) , j=l,..., m , be a set of m
nonlinear, continuously differentiable functions and x A lX1 X2

xnlT a set of n parameters to be optimized,

We consider the optimization problem

minimize F(x) Q max {fj (x)}

x j

subject to

a, Tx+bi=O, i=l t’,. ... ,

aiTx+bi>O, i=(t’+1),...,t,

where a: and b:, i = 1,.,., t, are constants.

(1)
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The algorithm for solving (1) is a combination of two

methods denoted Method 1 and Method 2, Methocl 1 is intended

to be used far away from a solution whereas Method 2 is a local

method.

Method 1 This is essentially the algorithm of Madsen
[2], At the kth step a feasible approximation Xk ofa solution of

(1) and a local bound Ak are given, [n order to finci a better esti-

mate ofa solution the following linearized problem is solved,

mini,nize ~ (xk , h) ~ max {fj (xk) + f’j(xk, )’rh}

h j

subject to

IIh Ilms Ak
aiT(xk+ h)+bi = O , i=l,,,,, tr,

a~r(xk+ h) +bi >0, i=(t’+1),,,.,t,

(2)

where ~’(x) is the gradient of ~ w.r. t. x.

The solution of (2), denoted hk, is found by linear
programming. The next iterate, Xk +,, is Xk + hk provided that

I?(xk+ hk) < F(xk). Otherwise Xk+, = Xk,

The local bound Ak is introduced because the linear

model (2) is a good approximation of (1) only in some

neighborhood of Xk. Therefore, it makes sense to consider

only small values of II h [1 in connection with the linear model

(2). The size of the bound is adjusted in every iteration to make

sure that the linear approximations are valid.

When the solution is singular [31, the final convergence
can be very slow, Fig. 1 shows contours for a 2-section

transmission-line transformer pmhlem with variables Z, and

Z2 , where the minimax functions correspond to the reflection

coefficient. Fig. 2 shows contours for the same two-section

transformer problem. The optirni~ation variables are now t’l/f?q

and ‘ZI. Here, the problem is rc~ular and 5 iterutiorrti are

sufficient to reach the vicinity of the solution.

Method 2 [t is assumed that a point near a solution z is

known, and that the active sets A(z) ~ {j I $(~): FIIz) } and C(z) ~

{ i I aiTz+bi=O } are known. At a local mlnlmum z of (I) the
following necessary conditions hold,

~ Aj-l=o,
jCA(z)

fjo (z) - fj(z) = o ,

a~z+bi=O,

(3)
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional singular minimax problem

arising from optimization of a two-section

transmission-line transformer.
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Fig. 2 Two-dimensional regular minimax problem arising

from optimization of a two-section transmission-

line transformer.

where the multipliers Aj and pi are nonnegative and jo( A(z) is

fixed. Method 2 is an approximate Newton method for solving

the nonlinear system (3) (in the variables (z, A,p)). Exact first

derivatives are used but the matrix ,X k. f.’’(z) is approximated,

where $“(z) is the Hessian of ~ w.r. t, z,’u’sing a modified RII’GS

update.

The Combined Method The combined method is the
algorithm which we recommend and use in this paper.

[nitially, Method 1 is used and the active sets used in (3) m-e

estimated. When a singular local minimum seems to be

approached a switch to Method 2 is made. [f the Method 2
iteration is unsuccessful Method 1 is used again. Several
switches between the two methods may take place.

For this paper we have used the iMM I,C version [41 of

the algorithm, based on the earlier implementation due to Hald

[5].

COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS

Table I shows the performance of the new algorithm as

compared to other algorithms using a 3-section transmission-

Iine transformer as a test problem [61. Two starting po~~

have been used, X. L = [0,8 1,5 1.2 3.o 0.8 6.01T and ‘o –

[1.0 1,0 1,0 3.16228 1.0 l“O,O]T. Table [ also shows results

obtained using the present algorithm with a cubic inter-

polation search for maxima of the response. Using this techni-

que the number of sample points can be reduced from 11 to 4

and we do not have to know in advance the location of

frequency points corresponding to the maxima of the response.

WORST-CASE NETWORK DESIGN

[n this section we formulate the fixed tolerance

problem (FTP) [ 11,12} embodying worst-case search and the

selection of sample points for the discrete approximation of a

continuous problem.

A design consists of design data of the nominal point X“
4 [y” X20 x ,nlrr and a set of associated tolerances e ~ [cl 82 .. .

Ct,l , where n’ is the number of network parameters [11], An

outcome ofa circuit is any point x ~ [X1 X2 XI, }T such that xi =

X,o + &i IJi , – 1 ~ Pi ~ 1, i = 1,2,..., n. The tolerance region R
is defined as RC~ { x I x, = Xio + ei pi, i= 1,2,..., n}. The extremj

points of 1{, ure called the vertices and ssre obtained by setting

U.=tl..,
We consider a set of m.nonlinear functions

~(xo)~ f(x”, CJj), j ( .J ~{1,2,.,,m} , (4)

where Wj, j ( J, is an independent parameter (frequency). The

number of funct,ions m is equal to
m.m ,,,ax + 2,

where m,,,ax is the number of the maxima of the response and 2
represents the edges of the frequency interval f{o~, UL,I.

The fixed tolerance problem can he defined on the basis

of the worst-case objective function [ 121 as that of determining

min F(xY = min max { max fi (x)}. (5)

Xo X“ j<.J xcR
c

For each outer iteration of minimization w,r. t, X“ m

frequency points w-e determined (by a search technique based

on cubic interpolation) and m linearly constrained

optimization are performed to rind the worst cases.

At the kth outer iteration of minimization we have an

approximation Xko of the solution and we solve m linearly
constrained optimizationsj where the jth problem, ,j 6 tJ, is

minimi7E (-fj (Xk)) (6)

‘k

subject to

(Xi”)~ ‘&i < (Xi)~ < (xfo)~ + ‘i , i=l,2,...,n,

The 3-section transmission-line transformer is used to

Illustrate the, ~pprrmch and its validity far w,, rst. case design.

Numerical results m-e summarized in Table 11,

CONTIGUOUS AN I) NONCON’rIGUOUS

BAND MULTIPLEXER DESIGN

Practical design and manufacture of contiguous and

noncontiguous band multiplexer consisting of multi-cavity

filters distributed along a waveguide manifold has been a

problem of significant interest [13,141.
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TABLE I TABLE 11

COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS FOR THE
3-SECTION TRANSFORMER

(NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS)

Algorithm Starting Point xol Starting Point xnz

This algorithm 18 *

[1] 21

[7J Alg. I 23

Alg. 11 20

[81 95
[91 162
[10] 67

[2} 253

[31 29
This algorithm with the

cubic interpolation 15 +

search technique

21 **

46

64

109

155

67

80

707

48

22++

Execution times on Cyber 170/815 in seconds are * 0,6, **0.7,

‘0.57 and + + 0.85

“Active” frequency points selected by the cubic interpolation

search are 0.50000, 0.76999, 1.23001, and 1.50000

We present here a general multiplexer optimization

procedure exploiting exact network sensitivities. The simula-
tion and sensitivity analysis aspect of the problem has been

described in [151. All design parameters of interest, e.g., wave-

guide spacings, input-output and filter coupling parameters,

can be directly optimized.

A wide range of possible multiplexer optimization

problems can be formulated and solved by appropriately

defining specifications on common port return loss and
individual channel insertion loss functions. The minimax error

functions are created using those specifications, simulated

exact multiplexer responses and weighting factors,
The procedure is illustrated by designing an 11 GIIz, 5-

channel multiplexer having the center frequencies and

bandwidths (similar to those of [ 141) given in Table III.
We start the design process with five identical six-pole,

pseudo-elliptic function filters. Starting values of the coupling

coefficients for the filters are taken from [ 131. The initial

spacing lengths are set equal to Agk/2 (half the wavelength

corresponding to the kth center frequency).

Fig. 3 shows the responses of the multiplexer at the

start of the optimization process.

For five channels a total of75 parameters are optimized

including spacings, input-output transformer ratios, cavity

resonances and coupling coefficients. The filters arc assumed

Iossy and dispersive, and waveguide junctions arc assumed

nonideal. The results of optimization are shown in Fig. 4.

Typical running times are from a fcw seconds to a few minutes

on a Cyber 170/815 computer depending on the size of the

problem.

FIXED TOLERANCE PROBLEM FOR THE

THREE-SECTION 10:1 TRANSFORMER

Number of Minimax Functions 4

Number of Variables 6

Required Accuracy of the Solution 10<’

Assumed Tolerances 5~o

Step Size in the Cubic

Interpolation Search 0.1

solution Vector tl/t,[ = 0.96373 Z2 = 3.22493

ZI = 1.67797 f?3/$ = 0,96483

Qt.q = 0,98720 Z3 = 6,04817

“Active” Frequency Points 0.50000, 0,78726, 1,27242,

1.50000

Maximum Refl. Coefficient 0.335/39

Number of Function Evaluations 32
Execution Time on Cyber 170/815

(in seconds) 8.1

TABLE 1[[

MULTIPLEXER CENTER FRI!XJUENCIES
AND BANDWIDIWS

Channel Center Frequency Randwidth

(MHz) (MHz)

1 10992.5 81

2 11075.0 76

3 11155.0 76
4 11495.0 76

5 11618.5 154

for nonlinear minimax optimization problems which arise in

microwave circuit design. The algorithm combines linear

programming methods with quasi-Newton methods and the

convergence is at least super linear

We have presented a novel approach to worst-case

tolerance design of microwave circuits integrating a cubic

interpolation based search technique for ma~xima of the

response with the worst-case search using linearly constrained

optimization.

The robustness of the algorithm presented makes

possible practical design of contiguous and noncontiguous band

microwave multiplexer.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have described a new and highly efficient algorithm
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Fig. 3 Responses of the 5-channel, 11 GHz multiplexer at

the starting point.

I-*EQUENCY 1 MHZ 1

Fig. 4 The optimized responses of the 5-channel, 11 GHz

multiplexer.
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